
To the Committee for Inquiry into Vulnerable Road Users 

The bottom line is - cyclists don’t want to share road facilities with motorists as much as motorists don’t want to share with 

cyclists; however neither has a choice. Although we do have a choice to ride or drive, therefore we are forced to share. 

My partner and I have been cycling for over 25 years. We ride to work daily and enjoy other cycling events and opportunities both on 

and off road. I also have a registered motor vehicle and pay my taxes. I feel I have the right to ride my bike to work and around 

Canberra when I choose. In doing this, I reduce carbon emissions, maintain a good level of fitness that will support my wellbeing and 

have the opportunity to enjoy and view what this beautiful city has to offer. 

I would like to offer some suggestions that I believe would improve all road user’s experience and safety. The following suggestions are 

my own and I do not represent the views of any other organisation or group.  

ACT Road Transport Laws and Rules Changes 

 With the exception of emergency services vehicles, no vehicle is to enter into an on-road bike lane unnecessarily. 

o  Drivers of vehicles (particularly government owned vehicles such as buses) that unnecessarily enter an on-road 

bike lane be fined, with the exception of turning into a driveway or changing lanes across a bike lane.  

 Cyclists using on-road bike lanes be allowed to cross on the green pedestrian light.  

o This will allow cyclists to commence crossing the road before the vehicles and ensure that drivers are fully aware 

of cyclists. 

 Cyclists not be required to dismount at pedestrian crossings, and let’s face it few do. 

o  Pedestrians are more vulnerable and have a higher accident rate than cyclists at pedestrian crossings. Vehicles 

and cyclists need to slow down at all pedestrian crossings.  

 Make the same rule at all crossings.  

o There is at least one crossing in Canberra where cyclists do not have to dismount (Lyneham). There is no cycle 

crossing light at this crossing which can be confusing for drivers and cyclists. 

 All cyclists cycling on an on-road bike lane or road MUST wear a florescent top/vest. Finable offence if they don’t. 

 Get serious about policing and fining cyclists cycling at night without lights. 

Planning and Road Design 

 There are a lot of examples around the world where protecting and encouraging vulnerable road users have worked. Most 

have taken the time to plan, design and build with the end users in mind. The ACT has engaged in a more compromised 

approach, not fully embracing the opportunity to provide safe infrastructure and services for vulnerable road users, including 

cyclists. I believe this has fuelled much of the aggression that motorists display towards cyclists, as they feel aggrieved at 

having to share facilities designed and built for them. 

 Ensure road designs are developed by people with appropriate skills and experience.  

Examples of poor planning: 

 On-road bike lanes ending abruptly. It almost seems as though if there is 1.5 m spare space on an ACT road, someone 

draws a line, spray paints a bike and then calls it an on-road bike lane. No planning or consideration given. One of my 

scariest cycling experiences, although there are a lot of examples around Canberra, was riding up the hill toward Woden on 

Hindmarsh Drive. The on-road bike lane just ends, you have no choice, you have to continue sharing the slow lane with the 

trucks and other, normally larger, slower vehicles. 

 City cycle loop. 

o Vehicles parked adjacent to the loop on Rudd Street will cause a serious accident before too long. It is very hard 

for cyclists to see vehicles travelling along Rudd Street while turning right into Rudd Street from Moore Street. 

o At most intersections and driveways cyclists travelling on the loop are in danger when a vehicle is turning across 

the loop. Motorists find it very hard to see a cyclist moving up on their left side and I have already witnessed at 

least 3 incidents of cyclists coming into contact with a vehicle.  

o This current arrangement would only help fuel aggressive driving due to the fact that the bike lane has caused this 

dangerous situation.  

Communications and Marketing 

Ensure that relevant information targets the right people, in the right way, at the right time. Do some impact analysis and target users. 

This information will save lives and serious injury. 

 When major road’s that include bike lanes change, provide the community with some information about it. This is not as 

simple as publishing information on a web site.  

Examples: 

 Why are the on-road cycling lanes painted green is this to improve cyclist’s visibility or is it a new road rule? To be honest I 

don’t know and I am sure most cyclists and motorists don’t either. I am sure it is on a web site somewhere. 



 The new city bike lane loop. The only information I have seen is a sign at the intersection on Moore Street warning of road 

changes.  Who is supposed to give way and do cyclists have to give way to pedestrians? Are cyclists only allowed to ride on 

the loop lane in the same direction as the traffic? 

Awareness Campaigning 

Raise the community’s awareness that cyclists are on the road and allowed to share the road. There are a wide range of methods that 

can be used to do this, TV advertisements, posters, brochures, community events. 

A few Examples: 

 Quick testing every 5 years upon licences renewal. Develop a quick test designed to measure implementation of road rule 

changes, road user’s awareness of cyclists and other vulnerable road users etc. 

 Increase awareness through Road Ready training, 

 Promote, encourage and provide safe on- road cycling events for individuals, families, the elderly and people with disabilities. 

 

I would like to thank you for this opportunity and would welcome further discussion on this matter.   

 

Lisa Jackson 


